
Independent Office for Police Conduct

IOPC Involvement in Road 

Policing Investigations



Our Purpose

 Helping to increase confidence in the police 

service by increasing confidence in the police 

complaints system

 Conducting independent scrutiny of death and 

serious injury (DSI) incidents that meet the 

referral criteria



Mandatory Referrals

 Incidents of DSI following direct or indirect police 
contact. 

(This clearly includes Police vehicle collisions and 
Police Pursuits)

 Complaints and conduct matters
 Serious assaults

 Serious sexual offences
 Serious corruption
 Criminal offence or behaviour aggravated by  

discriminatory behaviour.

 Relevant offence (Serious Organised Crime and Policing 
Act 2005)



Voluntary Referrals

 A matter that does not come under the mandatory 

referral categories can be referred to the IOPC 

voluntarily where the gravity of the subject 

matter or exceptional circumstances justify 

referral

 If in doubt the IOPC encourages referral



How are Police vehicle collisions referred?



Mode of Investigation

 Local

 Supervised 

 Managed

 Independent



Independent Investigation

 Incidents that cause the greatest level of public 

concern

 Greatest potential to impact on communities

 Potential serious implications for the reputation 

of the Police Service

 Requirements of Article 2 HRA 1998



Article 2

Where a death occurs at the hand of 

the state, the burden is on the 

appropriate authorities to provide a 

satisfactory and convincing 

explanation for the death



Jordan v UK 2001

▪ Investigation must be independent

▪ Be capable of leading to a determination as to

whether force was justified and to identifying 
those responsible

▪ Prompt and expeditious

▪ Open to public scrutiny to ensure accountability

▪ NOK of deceased must be sufficiently involved to 
safeguard their legitimate interests



Jordan v UK 
Claims were made as regards deaths of alleged terrorists in clashes with the 
UK armed forces and police. In some cases the investigations necessary to 
justify the taking of life had been inadequate. Statements made to the inquiry 
as to the circumstances of the deaths had not been subject to cross 
examination. 

Held: The right to life is the most fundamental of human rights, and no 
derogation is to be allowed outside times of war. Where the circumstances of a 
death are exclusively within the power of the authorities, the burden of proof 
could be regarded as falling on the authorities. The right could be infringed by 
a failure to investigate such deaths properly. The inadequacies were such as to 
lead the court to conclude that that the right to life had been infringed. ‘there 
must be a sufficient element of public scrutiny of the investigation or its 
results to secure accountability in practice as well as in theory. The degree of 
public scrutiny required may well vary from case to case. In all cases, 
however, the next-of-kin of the victim must be involved in the procedure to 
the extent necessary to safeguard his or her legitimate interests.’ 
Statutes: European Convention on Human Rights 2

http://swarb.co.uk/?s=European+Convention+on+Human+Rights+2


Identification and Preservation of 

Evidence and Scenes

From the point at which the police become aware 

of a DSI matter, they have the responsibility to 

ensure that evidence is not lost or compromised 

in any way. This may include, but is not limited 

to, securing any scene, protecting samples of 

forensic value. evidence and preventing the 

overwriting of visual or audio footage.



As duty Lead Investigator what are you 

going to do?



Early considerations

 Has a referral been made to IOPC?

 Has a PIP been convened?

 Independent FCI/Vehicle examiner?

 Independent IO?

 Until told otherwise, carry on regardless.



Scene Assessment/Early Decision Making

 24 hour on call system

 Initial response by Operations Manager

 Decision to deploy by Operations Team Leader

 Assessment & Mode of Investigation decision



Independent investigation & FLO/FLM

 Actions depends on when MOI decision is made

 Structured handover between police & IOPC 

investigators

 Coroner’s file considerations

 Delivery of the death message

 Structured handover between FLO & FLM 



Exit strategy

 FLO and FLM manage the FLM introduction to the 

family

 Rationale for change of FLO to FLM clearly 

explained

 Structured exit strategy in place for FLO 

 Police FLC should advise FLOs upon deployment



Parallel investigations

 Requirement for both police FLO & IOPC FLM?

 Clear policies determined by police & IOPC 
investigators

 Main family points of contact to be agreed

 Passage of information to family & media &  
impact on respective investigations

 Different Terms of Reference and focus

 Avoid duplication of effort



Dealing with Police officers as witnesses 

or suspects?

 Do you know force policy on Police vehicle collisions?

 Driving permit suspension

 Compelling witnesses

 Arrest necessity?

 Representation

 Disclosure?

 Interview team?

 Prepared statements

 Decision making Process – prosecute/driver improvement/internal sanctions



Operation Emerald
Fatal Road Traffic Collision

18:56hrs Saturday 5th January 2013

A6108 at West Tanfield

PC233 Andrew Bramma



Overview

 A Police vehicle, displaying blue lights and using sirens, 

travelling to an immediate grade Police incident, an RTC, fails 

to negotiate a left hand bend, crosses the road to the offside 

and onto the grass verge before colliding with a tree.

 The Driver, PC233 Andrew Bramma was pronounced life extinct 

at the scene. 



Investigation Team

 SIO Insp M Barron

 Deputy SIO Sgt C Sawyer

 CIU TC McCulloch

 OIC TC G Waller

 OIC TC N Cholmondeley

 Crime SIO/Advisor Supt A Oliver



Scene



Approach to Brow



View from brow



Approach to bend



Apex of bend



Post impact postion



Vehicle in post impact position
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Initial Incident 

18:38hrs

Two vehicle RTC, Fearby Road Masham. Suspect OPL. Road blocked but moving 

one of the vehicles. No ambulance required. Reportee Laura McCarthy. 

(statement obtained)

Incident is in Harrogate dispatch area. Nearest officers in Ripon.



18:42

 Pc795 Estensen on Hambleton Channel asked to attend to assist Harrogate 
channel as she is not far away from Masham. (statement obtained)

 Pc1467 Fricker volunteers to attend from Aiskew as he has a van. (statement 
obtained)

 Tc1524 Waller (RPG) monitored the call and also said he would attend from 
Boroughbridge.



18:45

Harrogate Channel. Extract from Transmission transcript:-

Control XN 308

308 Last caller was that 308

Control     Yes, yes, how far through your statement are you?

308 Yeah about half way through then going to get another one and then issue a PND

Control     Received.  XN 233

233 Go ahead

Control Got a detail coming in from Masham, I’ve got a local unit from Bedale going in the first                    
instance, it’s a two vehicle RTC possible OPL driver.  Also mobilised traffic but they’ve got a fair  distance to 
travel as well.  Is there any chance you can start heading that direction, possibly with a van?

233 Yeah received, I’ll see if I can grab hold of a van that’s here.  Can you give us a location please?

Control Yeah it’s called Fearby Road, Fearby Road in Masham.  Will you just let me know if the van, if you 
actually do manage to get your hands on a van, it’s just otherwise they’re going to try and mobilise another 
Mike Bravo unit with a van if that makes sense

233 Yeah received will do.  Sorry can you spell that road name for us again?

Control    Fearby Road, it’s Foxtrot, Echo, Alpha, Romeo, Bravo, Yankee in Masham



18:51

233 233 XN

Control    233

233 Yeah just to let you know that I have got a van I’ll make it up on an ‘I’ grade.  
Can you just confirm the road name again for me cause I’m going to write me sat nav

Control      Fearby, Foxtrot, Echo, Alpha, Romeo, Bravo, Yankee Road

233 Yeah received, I got that, brilliant, thanks

Control Thank you.  Just for your info I think a few units are going to this now.  So 
we’ve got one traffic and two Mike Bravo units, one of the Mike Bravo units has got a 
van.  I’m just going to find out where they are and see if they’re to continue to make 
or if they’re going to cancel

233 Yeah received.  As I get closer I’ll obviously asked for vehicle details.  I take it 
they’re all at the scene still at the minute as far as we’re aware

Control As far as we’ve been told they are, we haven’t got a unit 6 yet

233 Yeah just thinking on, just in case can you give us the Reg number of  the, the 
make and model of the vehicle that the OPL’s meant to be



18:53

1467 1467 just coming down the hill towards Masham now from Bedale

Control Received to let you know that there’s 233 who’s attending from 

Ripon with a van, so it is a cancel for yourself If you want to slow down but 

233’s coming across





18:54

Pc795 Estensen “state 6 at the accident”

18:56:30

Pc 795 Estensen Confirms she is in order



18:57:57

Pc Bramma’s vehicle commences the sequence of events that leads to 

loss of control and the collision

(Information retrieved from examination of Pc Bramma’s Garmin sat nav)



19:01

Call received by Ambulance from Andrew Marshall stating he had found 

Pc Bramma’s vehicle in its post collision position. 

(Statement obtained from Mr Marshall, audio file retained. Transcript to 

be prepared)



19:04

Call from Ambulance to NYP informing of collision involving a Police 

officer at West Tanfield

(Audio file and Transcript retained)

19:05

Tc Waller diverted from original collision to Police vehicle collision



Initial Response

 Tc Waller first on scene.

 Scene made safe and preserved by instigating road closures

 All vehicles kept in situ including those of reportee and other passers by

 All persons at scene identified (Statements obtained)

 Victim confirmed by colleague 308

 Life pronounced extinct by paramedic at scene (statement has been required)

 No supects identified at this time. Apparent single vehicle but involvement of 
other vehicle not discounted

 Call out for SIO and collision investigators. Sgt Sawyer duty RPSIO

 TC McCulloch and APS Foster CIs

 Victim in situ with sirens and lights still activated. (Steps taken to cover and 
switch off emergency equipment)



Gold Command

 Chief Supt Higgins to Harrogate as Gold

 Chief Supt Day as support

 CC attended also.

 Insp Chapman appointed as initial family liaison

 Supt Oliver called out to advise re corporate liability

 Inspector Barron called out as RPSIO and Ts Sawyer to act as deputy

 IPCC to be informed through CPSD 

 HSE to be informed as it is a death at work

 FLOs to be appointed in the morning of the 6th



Major Lines of Enquiry



Forensic Collision investigation strategy

A/TS Foster took the lead on environmental factors, secured and recorded marks 
at scene, photography, scene survey, preparing plan and exploring hypotheses 
in order to establish the sequence of the collision.

Tc McCulloch took the lead on examining the vehicle in situ, recording damage 
and intrusion and to perform full mechanical examination to establish 
sequence of collision and to ascertain if any mechanical defect contributed to 
the cause of the collision

Tc McCulloch investigated Pc Bramma’s body in situ. 

CI’s to use an identical vehicle for road testing to explore the performance and 
limits of the vehicle in the environment present to Pc Bramma at the time of 
the collision

Tc McCulloch to prepare report for coroner or court recording the investigation, 
reconstruction and conclusions as an expert witness.



Environment

 Interim verbal report from CIs.

 Initial Finding at scene demonstrate that the vehicle left the road to the offside at the apex 
of the bend and was travelling sideways out of control along the verge before colliding with 
the tree

 The drivers door was the main point of impact against the tree. Pc Bramma sustained an 
obvious head injury on impact.

 There were no significant marks on the road surface that give the path of the vehicle other 
than tyre marks leading onto the verge.

 There was nothing found on the road surface that would cause the vehicle to loose traction

 No evidence of a collision with any object or animal on the road surface.

 Temperature was 8-9 degrees. No ice present and road surface was dry.

 It was dark but Visibility was good.

 Subsequent search by NST has not revealed anything of further value to the investigation

 Vehicles of reportee and other witnesses at scene have been examined and discounted.



Highways Authority

 The scene has been surveyed by NYCC Highways engineers observed by NYP 

Traffic Management Officer Sgt Hunter and Deputy SIO Clare Sawyer.

 The road surface and signage were found to be without defect and well 

maintained with the exception of the fact that some of the “cats eyes” were 

found to be damaged.

 The engineers are satisfied that the condition of the road and signage would 

not have contributed to the cause of the collision.

 Draft report on file.



Ford Connect YJ59KLD

 Maintenance records obtained from NYP fleet. Vehicle weekly check sheets seized 
from Ripon. (on File)

 Nothing in the vehicle’s history raises concern.

 Use of Ford Connect vans for Police response investigated with Fleet Manager. No 
inherent problems with the vehicles and no history of issues with stability. NYP has 
22 Connect vans in various roles. No longer bought as contracts and specifications 
have changed. Report not yet complete from fleet.

 Vehicle was recovered from the scene under cover and using a crane to  ensure 
integrity of its state and with sensitivity. Full mechanical examination carried out 
by CIs who are appropriately qualified as vehicle examiners.

Nothing found to be at fault with tyres, brakes or steering and no other 
mechanical defect identified that would contribute to the cause of the collision. 
(Examination notes retained by CIs in preparation of the report for Coroner/court)

Vehicle has been retained in secure container at recovery agent.



Pc Bramma

 Ts Burton appointed as interim coroners officer and he escorted Pc Bramma’s 

Body from the scene to the mortuary and conducted the I.D. Process 

(statement with coroners officer)

 HO post Mortem discussed with HM Coroner. Satisfied that the sequence of 

events leading to the death had been sufficiently captured and that recording 

of the injuries which caused the death was all that was required. Therefore 

HO pathology not required.

 Post Mortem was attended by Insp Barron so that an appropriate briefing with 

the pathologist was facilitated. (Photos presented to Mr Grey retained on file)

 Cause of death was established as blunt force trauma to the skull.

 Body was released by coroner to the family’s Funeral directors on 8th January



Pc Bramma’s Property

 All the property was seized from the vehicle and stored at Thirsk PS. It has 

been itemised as Police, personal and evidential. (Inventory on file)

 All property from his locker and his personal vehicle have been removed to 

Thirsk in the consideration of the sensitivity of colleagues.

 Gold Command dealing with property that has not been retained as of 

evidential value



Pc Bramma’s Driving History

 Pc Bramma passed his DfT driving test in 2006

 Pc Bramma’s driving records from GMP have been obtained (On File)

 He qualified as a response driver in 2010. There is nothing remarkable.

 Pc Bramma was assessed by NYP driver training and recorded as suitable for 

response driving having transferred across in September 2012.

(Assessment on file)



Witness identification Strategy

 The enquiry has not identified any person who witnessed the collision.

 Two witnesses were on scene.

 A press release was issued appealing for witnesses

 A Road check under section 4(3) Pace was carried out one week after the 

event

 House to house enquiries in North Stainley were carried out one week after 

the event

 Several persons were identified who could offer assistance to the enquiry



Witnesses (statements on file)

 Laura McCarthy. Made original call to police re the Fearby Road incident to which Pc Bramma 
was attending 

 Dawn Lavine. Was driving towards West Tanfied and was overtaken by the Police vehicle 
which was displaying emergency lighting and using siren. Vehicle was being driven quickly but 
appropriately in emergency situation.

 Kimberley Bartrum. Travelling in opposite direction saw the police vehicle travelling quickly 
with blue lights in the North Stainley area

 Marion Bailey.opposing Police vehicle near Mickley turn as Ms Bartrum.

 Andrew Marshall. Came across vehicle in collision with the tree with lights & sirens activated. 
Called ambulance service 

 David Robinson. Arrived at scene behind Marshall

 Amanda Leckonby. First aider who came across scene. It was obvious that the officer had died 
and she could do nothing to assist.

 Rachel Andrews. Paramedic who pronounced life extinct.



CCTV

An officer has travelled the route taken by Pc Bramma.

Sources of CCTV identified at Ripon PS, the garage on North Road Ripon and a 

private dwelling at North Lees.

All footage has been downloaded and exhibited and demonstrated Pc Bramma 

transferring equipment from one police vehicle to another and leaving the 

Police yard with Blue lights displayed.

North Lees shows the Police vehicle making a safe overtake with blue lights 

displayed.



Technology

 Technology has been seized, exhibited and examined in order to assist in the 
investigation.

 Pc Bramma’s personal sat nav was in use and has provided accurate data to assist 
in the investigation. It has been used to accurately plot the movements of the 
vehicle through the sequence of the collision

 Pc Bramma’s mobile phone was enclosed in a case and zipped into his stab vest. It 
was not accessible for him to use during the process of the collision.

 There is no telephony/text activity during the journey. The GPS capability of the 
phone is less accurate than the sat nav and has not been investigated further.

 INCA data box has been examined. It is less accurate than the sat nav and has not 
been utilised further.

 Personal and vehicle radio data recorded at FCR has been secured and examined  
GPS data is less reliable than the sat nav but timings of transmissions have been 
recorded. (details on file)





Command and Control

 Enquiries are in place to investigate Pc Bramma’s history on his team at 

Harrogate and to establish why he was deployed to Ripon. 

 FCR staff on Harrogate and Hambleton Channels involved in deployment to 

the incident at Fearby Road have been identified and arrangements have 

been made to interview them using TIER 3 Witness interview Officer Dc Pratt.

 A briefing has been prepared

 The interviews will take place on 30th January.

 The staff have support of their union Rep John Mackfall



The Original Incident – RTC Masham

Tc Earnshaw from Tadcaster RPG has been assigned to investigate the original 

RTC and submit to ASU in due course.



HSE (Emial)

I refer to our earlier telecon about the recent tragic death of PC Bramma in a road traffic accident in North Yorkshire.

As discussed, I can confirm that from the information you have provided about the circumstances, the incident is not reportable to HSE under RIDDOR, and HSE does not consider it necessary at this stage to be involved in the investigation.

Our guidance, which can be found at http://www.hse.gov.uk/enforce/hswact/priorities.htm#traffic confirms that the police will, in most cases, take the lead in the investigation of road traffic incidents on the public highway. There is also a 
short section explaining the co-operation (at HQ level) between HSE and the IPCC on incidents involving police vehicles in relation to policy and practice. Clearly the IPCC are best placed to investigate the specifics of this incident and 
are doing so.

Supplementary guidance at http://www.hse.gov.uk/foi/internalops/oms/2009/002.htm also indicates that HSE does not have a role here. If, for any reason, the IPCC consider that HSE should be involved, please get back to me and we will 
consider the request.

Regards

Howard Whittaker

H M Principal Inspector of Health and Safety

FOD Group 12 Leeds

The Lateral

8 City Walk

Leeds

West Yorkshire

LS11 9AT

Tel 0113 283 4245

Fax 0113 283 4290

http://www.hse.gov.uk/enforce/hswact/priorities.htm#traffic
http://www.hse.gov.uk/foi/internalops/oms/2009/002.htm


Inquest held at Harrogate Magistrates Court. Only 

two witnesses called, the Collision Investigator and 

The Lead investigator, who was the most senior 

officer present.

Result of the Inquest- Death by Road Traffic 

accident.
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